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Ion sputtering of surfaces is a widely used technique, for instance utilized to modify surfaces or surface features.
Another commonly used technique is the utilization of sputtering to coat another material, where sputtering
targets are used to release atoms in order to redeposit them. In self-ion molecular dynamics sputtering simula
tions, the interatomic potential between the ion and the matrix material is usually the same as for the matrix
material. However, for sputtering by ions of different type, the choice is not as self-evident. For most elements, a
well-fitted many-body interatomic potential is not available in the literature, and simple pair potentials are used.
Quite commonly, the potential between the ion and the matrix is used with no further validation. In this article,
we investigate the effect of choice of interatomic potential on the sputtering yield of the sample material
palladium by argon ions. We utilize three commonly used pair potential forms, as well as modify these to obtain
in total 11 different interatomic potentials for the Ar-Pd interaction. We found that the choice of interatomic
potential can drastically affect the low energy sputtering of the surfaces. Additionally, four different surface
orientations were simulated to see possible differences. To investigate continuous irradiation, in order to obtain
the evolution of surface during prolonged irradiation, cumulative sputtering simulations were carried out.

1. Introduction

samples by various ions in the sub-hundred and hundred eV regime
[4,5].
In addition to the wide variety of experimental studies on the sput
tering of different materials, computer simulations (in more recent times
mainly in form of molecular dynamics simulations) have been carried
out on various materials [7–14]. As well as calculating the sputtering
yield of different materials, the effects of the element of the incoming
ion, the ion energy, incoming ion angle and surface orientation have
been determined. Even though these kind of simulations have been
utilized in the last decades, very little attention has been placed on the
choice of interaction potentials between the ion and the surface mate
rial. Different interatomic potentials have been used to describe the
matrix material, as for many elements several potentials are found, with
their own pros and cons. To have a well-fitted potential for the matrix is
one important factor to obtain the correct qualitative and quantitative
results. However, for the interaction of the ion with the matrix, usually a
well-fitted many-body potential does not exist (apart from self-ion
irradiation), and developing one requires a major effort. In this case,
usually a simple pair potential is used, either the repulsive Zie
gler–Biersack–Littmark (ZBL) potential [15] or some DFT-based pair
potential, like the DMOL potentials [16], which both describe most
combinations of elements.

Surface sputtering by energetic ions is a commonly used technique to
modify surfaces and surface features. The same technique can be used to
coat material (sputter deposition) by having a sputtering target eroded
by incoming ions and a redeposition of the sputtered atoms onto another
material [1]. The thickness of the coating can be adjusted by ion energy
and irradiation time, and the coating material is determined by the
composition of the sputtering target. Surface sputtering can also be an
unwanted effect, for instance in fusion test reactors as well as proposed
fusion power plants, the wall material will be damaged by the energetic
incoming ions [2,3]. Experimentally, surface sputtering can be observed
with microscopes, where the changes in surface features can be detected,
or via weight-loss experiments, where the mass difference is calculated.
Knowing the flux or fluence and exposure time, the sputtering yield in
units of sputtered atoms per incoming ion can be obtained. Usually polycrystalline materials are investigated, which have been studied for
already over half a century [4,5]. Additionally, single crystalline sur
faces of desired surface orientations have also been studied, to be able to
get more insight into the sputtering phenomena [6]. In the literature,
very scarce data is found on the low energy sputtering of single crystal
surfaces. Only some studies have been carried out on poly-crystalline
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Some previous studies have touched on the effect of ion-matrix
interatomic potential. Gades and Urbassek studied the effect of an
attractive well on the deposited energy amount and reflection yield for
Ar ions impacting Cu surfaces, at energies up to 400 eV [10]. They
observed a higher deposited energy fraction and lower reflection yield
for energies up to about 200 eV when an attractive well was present.
Harrison Jr studied the effect of ion-matrix potentials for ion energies of
5 keV for different variations of several potential functions, also focusing
on Ar ions impacting Cu [17]. He observed that the shape and slope of
the repulsive part will affect the sputtering yields. Shapiro and Lu
revisited the work by Harrison Jr, and confirmed the effect of inter
atomic potential choice on the sputtering yield, however, they found
that the critical part was at shorter distances than previously thought
[18]. This work was also done at 5 keV for Ar ions impacting Cu. Kar
olewski studied the effects of a few potential choices on 3 keV Ar on Cu
and Ni surfaces [19]. These results showed that an overall more repul
sive potential will result in a higher sputtering yield.
Most of the previous studies have focused on high energy sputtering
and most have not systematically investigated the effect of potential
choice. In this study, we remedy the lack of knowledge on the effect of
interatomic potential on the low energy sputtering of metal surfaces. We
focus on the sample FCC material palladium and argon as the incoming
ion. We utilize three commonly used interatomic potential forms for the
Pd-Ar interaction as well as modify them to obtain in total 11 different
potentials, allowing us to thoroughly study the effects of interatomic
potential choice.

potential as DMOL by calculating the dimer curve with the VASP DFT
code [20–23] (which is likely more accurate for the near-equilibrium
part) and connecting it with the repulsive part of the DMOL potential.
The details of these calculations along with the potential functions and
parameters are described in the Supplementary material. This potential
is referred to as VASP.
One inherent difference between the different potential types is that
ZBL is fitted to the repulsion felt by an atom in bulk, whereas DMOL and
VASP are isolated dimer curves. At higher energies, i.e. short distances,
the majority of the energy is due to the repulsion between the atom pair,
and all potentials are then very similar. At intermediate distances,
however, there are noticeable differences and it is unclear how this af
fects sputtering simulations. From Fig. 1 we can clearly see that there is
more repulsion in the ZBL potential at intermediate distances, which is
due to the above-described difference in the underlying physics of the
potential fitting.
To investigate the effect of the small attractive part seen for Ar-Pd in
the VASP potential, we modified the potential to be the same in the
repulsive part, but go to zero instead of attractive (negative) energies.
This modified potential is referred to as VASP-REP. Additionally, six po
tentials were created by shifting VASP-REP to have the repulsive part both
at shorter and longer separation distances. The potential energy curves
were shifted by moving it to two shorter distances, minus 0.05 Å and 0.1
Å (potentials VASP-REP− 0.05 and VASP-REP− 0.1, respectively). Four different
shifts to longer distances were investigated, 0.05 Å, 0.1 Å, 0.2 Å and 0.3
Å (potentials VASP-REP+0.05, VASP-REP+0.1, VASP-REP+0.2 and VASP-REP+0.3,
respectively). In total, we have 11 different pair potentials that allow us
to study in detail how both the short- and intermediate-parts of the
potentials affect the sputtering results.
The differences in potentials of the Ar-Pd interaction can be seen in
Fig. 1, for all eleven potentials used. In subfigure (a) a zoom-in of the low
energy part is shown for all potentials. In subfigure (b) a more zoomed
out view is shown, where all potentials except the shifted ones are very
close to each other.

2. Methods
2.1. Interatomic potentials
To study the effect of the choice of interatomic potential between the
incoming ion and the surface material, we choose a few of the most
common ones as well as modify some of them to study the reasons for
possible differences. The most commonly used potential form is the
plain universal ZBL repulsive potential [15], shown to yield good results
at very close distances (i.e. high energies) and hereafter referred to as
ZBL. Another commonly used potential form is the DMOL potential [16],
where the potential between an atomic pair is calculated with allelectron DFT optimised for the repulsive part of the interaction, here
after referred to as DMOL. A combination of the ZBL and the DMOL potential
was obtained by a fitting procedure described in the Supplementary
material, and referred to as ZBL-DMOL. We obtained a very similar

2.2. MD simulations
The simulations were carried out with the classical MD code PARCAS
[24,25]. In addition to the Ar-Pd interaction described by the different
interatomic potentials described in Section 2.1, the Pd-Pd interactions
are defined by the embedded atom method potential by Foiles [26], with
the modifications by Nordlund et al. [27], and the Ar-Ar interaction
(needed for cumulative simulations) was described by the DMOL

Fig. 1. The pair potential between Ar and Pd atoms in the different potentials used. In (a) a zoom-in of the low energy regime and in (b) a zoomed out view of the
potentials. The gray dashed line in (a) is added to highlight the attractive parts of the potentials.
2
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potential [16]. Four different low-index surface orientations were
investigated, the (1 0 0), (1 1 0), (1 1 1) and (1 1 2) surfaces. The
simulation cell consisted of 2048 atoms for the (1 0 0) surface and 2520
atoms for the other three, to form an almost cubic cell with the sides
roughly 3.3 nm. The simulation cell was divided into three different
regions; at the bottom a few layers of atoms were fixed; above the fixed
atoms a few layers of atoms were thermally controlled by a Berendsen
thermostat [28]; all other atoms were mobile. The temperature of the
cell was chosen to be 550 K, similar to experiments on low energy
sputtering [6], and the simulation time was 10 ps for each impact.
The sputtering simulations were all done at a perpendicular
incoming angle of the Ar atoms. For each surface orientation, ion en
ergy, and interatomic potential 40 000 simulations were carried out to
obtain good statistics (in total 22 880 000 simulations). The ion energies
investigated were 20 eV, 25 eV, 30 eV, 40 eV, 50 eV, 60 eV, 70 eV, 80 eV,
90 eV, 100 eV, 120 eV, 150 eV and 200 eV. Each surface was initially
relaxed and then 1 000 ions were impacting that pristine surface, after
that a new initial seed was chosen and the same pristine surface was
relaxed and bombarded 1 000 times, and so on to reach 40 000 impacts
per case. This was done to minimize some possible low-probability
surface atom movements that could affect the sputtering probability.
All atoms above the cutoff of the Pd-Pd interatomic potential were
considered to be sputtered. The deposited energy was calculated as the
given energy to the ion minus the energy of the ion in the end of the
simulation, as no electronic stopping was used in these very low-energy
sputtering simulations.
In addition to the single impact simulations on perfect surfaces to
obtain the effect of choice of potential, which was the main aim of this
study, cumulative irradiation of the same surfaces were carried out. It
has been found that these are more directly comparable with experi
ments [14]. The same potentials and same surface orientations were
investigated for the energies 20 eV, 30 eV, 40 eV, 50 eV, 60 eV, 70 eV,
80 eV and 100 eV. To obtain statistics, 5 simulations cells were cumu
latively irradiated with 10 000 impacts for each setup to obtain statistics
(in total 1760 runs of 10 000 impacts). These cells were the same size in
x- and y-directions, but three times deeper in z-direction, with a similar
fixed atom and thermally controlled areas as the single impact simula
tions. These were, however, first simulated 5 ps with thermally con
trolling only the bottom layers and thereafter another 5 ps relaxation,
where all atoms were thermally controlled. This was done to ensure that
no temperature build-up was happening throughout the simulation
series.
To aid the analysis and interpretation of the results, we also calcu
lated the surface energies and formation energies of surface-layer va
cancies for all four investigated surfaces. The atomic positions in
surfaces with and without vacancies were optimised in fixed cells with
the bulk lattice constant at 0 K. The surface vacancy formation energy
was calculated in the standard way as Evac
form = Esvac − (N − 1)Es /N, where
Esvac is the total energy of the relaxed surface cell with the vacancy, and
Es is the energy of the relaxed perfect surface, containing N atoms.

orientation in all eleven studied interatomic potentials can be found in
Fig. 2(a). To distinguish the differences at low energies, zoom-in of the
low energy sputtering can be seen in Fig. 2(b). The numerical values can
be found in Table S1, in the Supplementary material. The attractive DMOL
potential shows the highest sputtering yield at low energies. Another
trend seen is that the very repulsive potentials at long separation dis
tances, e.g. the ZBL and the dramatically shifted ones (VASP-REP+0.2 and
+0.3
VASP-REP
) show a very low sputtering yield at low energies. At high
energies, we see the opposite for the VASP-REP+0.2 and VASP-REP+0.3 po
tentials, as they show the highest sputtering yield. On the other hand,
the shifted potentials in the other direction (VASP-REP− 0.05 and VASP− 0.1
REP
) show the lowest sputtering yields. Another trend seen is that the
ZBL, DMOL, ZBL-DMOL, VASP and VASP-REP show very similar sputtering yields
for ion energies above around 100 eV.
The reflection yields for the (1 0 0) surface in all investigated po
tentials as a function of argon energy can be found in the Fig. 2(c). For all
potentials, except the DMOL potential, the reflection yield is decreasing
with increasing energy. As expected, the reflection yield for the purely
repulsive potentials is exactly one at low energies and decreasing a bit
with increasing energy. The increase is seen mainly for the potentials
shifted towards shorter distances, i.e. when the repulsion is weaker and
the ion can easier penetrate the surface and get embedded in the matrix.
The two potentials with attraction (DMOL and VASP), show a lower
reflection yield, attributed to the argon binding to the material [10]. The
very attractive DMOL potential shows a lower reflection yield than the
VASP potential.
The deposited energy fraction for the (1 0 0) surface orientation in all
interatomic potentials can be found in Fig. 2(d), for all energies. The
values are normalized to the given ion energy, to obtain the fraction
transferred to the surface. From the graphs a clear trend can be
observed, the most repulsive potentials (ZBL, VASP-REP+0.2 and VASP-REP+0.3)
show the least energy transferred at low energies. As the ZBL gets in
comparison less repulsive at shorter separation distances than the shif
ted ones (VASP-REP+0.2 and VASP-REP+0.3), the energy transfer in ZBL is
higher than the shifted potentials. In accordance to previous results of
Ref. [10], we can see that the attractive VASP shows a higher fraction
deposited than the purely repulsive counterpart, VASP-REP.
3.2. (1 1 0), (1 1 1) and (1 1 2) surfaces
The relative sputtering yield compared to the (1 0 0) surface orien
tation can be found in Fig. 3, for the other investigated surface orien
tations. The numerical values for the sputtering yields of the (1 1 0), (1 1
1) and (1 1 2) surfaces, can be found in Tables. S2–S4, and the graphical
results in Figs. S2 and S3 in the Supplementary material. From the
relative results in Fig. 3 we can observe some surface orientation
dependent sputtering yields, as the (1 0 0) surface shows an earlier onset
of sputtering as well as an higher sputtering yield compared to the three
other surfaces. One exception is the (1 1 0) surface at the lowest studied
energies, where this surface orientation yields a higher sputtering yield
than the (1 0 0) surface orientation. The few data points higher for the (1
1 1) and (1 1 2) surfaces than the (1 0 0) are due to the extremely low
sputtering, where the relative differences can be huge.
The relative reflection yields compared to the (1 0 0) surface can be
seen in Fig. 4, for the other three surface orientations. At low energies,
all surface orientations show very similar reflection yields (almost 1),
except the DMOL potential. At higher energies we can observe that the (1
0 0) surface shows the highest reflection yield compared to the three
others which show a similar yield. The attractive potential VASP show at
very low energies a higher reflection yield for the (1 1 0) surface and the
attractive DMOL potential a higher reflection yield at lower energies for all
other potentials than the (1 0 0) surface.
The relative deposited energy compared to the one for the (1 0 0)
surface can be seen in Fig. 5. A slight variation between different surface
orientations can be observed at low energies. The energy transfer to the
(1 1 0) and the (1 1 2) surfaces are a bit lower than the two others. At

3. Results
All numerical results on the sputtering yields obtained within this
study can be found in the Supplementary material online. In the
following subsections all results are discussed, however, only high
lighted cases are shown in form of graphical results. The error bars are
not shown in the graphs, as the errors are too small to be visible in the
graphs.
3.1. (1 0 0) surface
In this subsection the focus is on how the choice of interatomic po
tential is affecting the sputtering-related events for the (1 0 0) surface.
The effect of surface orientation on the same observables is described in
the next subsection. The sputtering yields for the (1 0 0) surface
3
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Fig. 2. (a) Sputtering yield, (b) zoom-in of the low energy sputtering, (c) reflection yield and (d) deposited energy fraction as a function of argon energy for all
investigated interatomic potentials in single impact simulations for the (1 0 0) surface orientation.

Fig. 3. Relative sputtering yield compared to the (1 0 0) surface as a function of argon energy for the different surface orientations for all investigated inter
atomic potentials.

high energies the same two surface orientations show a lower transfer
for the most shifted potentials VASP-REP+0.2 and VASP-REP+0.3.

the results unusable. The VASP potential had some argon atoms
embedded in the matrix, which is realistic, and at most 35 Ar atoms in
some cases. The other potentials, which have no attraction, showed
almost no argon in the matrix, as expected, except at a few occasions
where some argon atoms were embedded in the matrix. All numerical
values of the sputtering yield can be found in Tables S5–S8, in the
Supplementary material.

3.3. Cumulative sputtering
The results of the DMOL potential are omitted from this section, as the
very attractive potential led to a Pd-Ar alloy on the surface. This renders
4
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Fig. 4. Relative reflection yield compared to the (1 0 0) surface as a function of argon energy for the different surface orientations for all investigated inter
atomic potentials.

Fig. 5. Relative deposited energy fraction compared to the (1 0 0) surface as a function of argon energy for the different surface orientations for all investigated
interatomic potentials.

The sputtering yield in the cumulative irradiation setup can be found
in Fig. 6(a), for all potentials and the (1 0 0) surface orientation. The
relative sputtering yield of the other surfaces are found in Figs. 6(b)–(d),
respectively. A similar trend as for the single impact simulations can be
observed, where the very repulsive potentials (ZBL, VASP-REP+0.3 and VASP+0.2
REP
) show a lower sputtering yield at low energies. Even though the
general trends are quite similar, we can observe a discrepancy in the
numerical values. In most potentials, the (1 0 0) surface show the highest
sputtering yield at low energies (except the lowest values where sput
tering is very infrequent). As the energy increases the surfaces show
more similar sputtering yields. At higher energies, the (1 1 0) surface
shows the highest sputtering yield, except for the potentials shifted the
most to be more repulsive.

also the same in this region. The shifted ones will of course not reach this
value as they were intentionally collectively shifted towards shorter and
longer separation distances. Other notable differences between the po
tentials is the large attraction in DMOL, the small but existing attraction in
VASP and the very long-reaching repulsive part of the ZBL potential. The
VASP-REP potential was modified to be the same as VASP without the
attractive part to study possible effects and the ZBL-DMOL potential to be
an intermediate between the two extremes of the commonly used po
tentials. Among the shifted ones, the VASP-REP+0.3 has a cross-over with
the ZBL already at 2.0 Å (+5 eV), the VASP-REP+0.2 at 1.7 Å (+10 eV), the
+0.1
VASP-REP
at 1.5 Å (+25 eV) and the VASP-REP+0.05 at 1.3 Å (+40 eV).
Experimentally for poly-crystalline Pd it has been found that sput
tering starts to occur at energies of 20 eV [5] and that the sputtering
yield at 50 eV is 0.033, at 100 eV 0.42 and at 200 eV 1.00 [4]. All po
tentials, except the VASP-REP+0.3 and ZBL for some surface orientations,
show a higher sputtering yield than the experimental one. One expla
nation to this discrepancy is the choice of interatomic potential for the
matrix material and another that the experimental study was carried out
on polycrystalline samples. However, this only affects the results if
directly compared to experiments and not the relative differences of the
choice of potential between the ion and the matrix, which is the topic of
this investigation.
First looking at the differences and similarities between VASP and VASPREP, which are identical in the repulsive parts and the only difference is
the small attraction which is removed in VASP-REP. We can observe that
the sputtering yield is the same, with very few and small stochastic
fluctuations, in both single and cumulative irradiation. These results
differ a lot from DMOL, even though the potentials are quite similar in the
repulsive part (and almost identical at distances below 1.6 Å, see
Fig. S1). The differences are especially clear in the cumulative irradia
tion where an Ar-Pd alloy was formed utilizing the DMOL potential. This

3.4. Surface energy and surface vacancy formation
The surface energies and the surface vacancy formation energies for
the different surface orientations can be found in Table 1. The closepacked (1 1 1) surface has the lowest surface energy and the (1 1 0)
surface the highest energy. The (1 0 0) surface has an energy between
these two, and the (1 1 2) an energy between the (1 0 0) and (1 1 0)
surfaces. Looking at the surface vacancy formation energies, we see the
trend that a low surface energy will yield a high Evac
form and vice versa.
4. Discussion
Before looking at the sputtering yields, a quick comparison of the
different pair potentials is in order to describe the seen phenomena. We
can see that all the commonly used forms of potentials (ZBL, DMOL and
VASP) will give very similar repulsive energies at distances 1.1 Å and
below. Additionally the modified potentials ZBL-DMOL and VASP-REP are
5
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Fig. 6. Sputtering yield as a function of argon energy in cumulative irradiation for the (1 0 0) surface orientation for all investigated interatomic potentials (a). The
relative sputtering yield of the other investigated surfaces compared to the (1 0 0) surface orientation (b), (c) and (d).

fraction at low energies. The potentials shifted towards shorter distances
(VASP-REP− 0.1 and VASP-REP− 0.05), on the other hand, can more easily get
close to the surface and give the energy to a surface atom, which can
sputter. At higher energies, there must be another mechanism, as the
deposited energy fraction is still lower and the reflection yield is still
higher for the very repulsive potentials. In this energy range we can see
that the ions can start to penetrate into the matrix and deep enough to
get trapped (10–20% are not reflected even though there is no binding
energy). Hence, the potentials shifted to shorter distance will deposit
their energy deeper in the matrix, whereas the very repulsive potentials
will deposit their (slightly less) energy to the surface atoms. This can
lead to more sputtering seen for the more repulsive potentials. We can
also observe that the energy cross-over, where the shifted potential
sputter more or less than the reference potential, is depending on how
much the potential is shifted. The ZBL-DMOL potential shows a similar
difference to the ZBL potential as the more shifted VASP-REP potentials to
the less shifted ones at low energies. At higher energies, the ZBL-DMOL and
ZBL are very similar, and their results also similar.
Looking at the potentials which are similar to the ZBL at short dis
tances (DMOL, VASP, VASP-REP and ZBL-DMOL), we can observe at higher en
ergies above 100 eV almost identical sputtering yields. This shows that
the intermediate-range potential do not affect the sputtering yield at
higher energies, when the potential is similar in the short-range part.
The reflection yield data showed that an attractive part will greatly
reduce the reflection yield of the setup, where the DMOL and VASP po
tentials show a much lower reflection yield compared to the other po
tentials. We can observe that the more repulsive the potential is in the
intermediate-range, the higher the reflection yield. The potentials shif
ted towards shorter distances show a lower reflection yield. This overall
trend can be explained that the very repulsive potentials will not let the

Table 1
Surface energy and surface vacancy formation energy for the different surface
orientations.
(1 0 0)

(1 1 0)

(1 1 1)

(1 1 2)

Esurf (meV/Å2)

85

94

76

89

Evac
form (eV)

0.76

0.44

1.03

0.51

shows that a small attraction does not affect the sputtering yield, seen in
Fig. 2(a) and (b), and more clearly in Figs. S5 and S7, in the Supple
mentary material. The reflection yield, on the other hand, is greatly
affected by the attractive part. The VASP potential shows a much lower
reflection yield than the VASP-REP potential, attributed to the binding of
Ar to the surface, as expected. The deposited energy is a bit higher in the
VASP potential, which is tied to the surface binding, leading to more
energy given to the surface, which is in accordance with previous results
[10].
Looking at how the sputtering yield is affected by choice of potential,
by comparing the results to VASP and VASP-REP (which were the reference
for all shifted potentials), some trends can be seen. The same trend is
seen for both single and cumulative irradiation, where at low energies
the potentials that are very repulsive at longer distances show a low
sputtering yield and vice versa. At high energies, only investigated for
single impacts, the opposite trend is seen; that a potential shifted to
wards shorter distances shows a lower sputtering yield. At low energies,
the very repulsive potentials (ZBL and the shifted ones) will not be able to
get close enough to the surface to transfer enough energy to surface
atoms that they could sputter. The energy is instead given back to the
ion, shown in the higher reflection yield and lower deposited energy
6
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ion penetrate the surface at all, leading to almost no trapping inside the
material. As the energy increases, we can see a drop in the reflection
yield, explained by more ions able to penetrate the repulsive barrier of
the surface and getting trapped in the matrix. The order of the shifted
VASP potentials is the same as the drop seen reflection yield, i.e. the more
shifted to shorter distances the lower reflection yield.
The deposited energy fraction shows the same trend for all surface
orientations, where a more repulsive potential in the intermediate range
shows a lower fraction transferred. This is directly connected with the
reflection yield, as when an ion is trapped, all energy is given to the
surface. Hence, a high reflection yield will yield a low deposited energy
fraction.
Even though the main focus of this investigation is on the effect of
interatomic potential, some general trends about the surface orientation
effect on the sputtering was obtained, seen in Figs. 3 and 6. In the single
impact simulations we can see that all potentials show that at very low
energies, below 30 eV, the (1 1 0) has a higher or similar sputtering yield
as the (1 0 0) surface, and that the other two orientations have much
lower sputtering yields. As the ion energy increases, the (1 0 0) surface
shows the highest sputtering yield, and the relative differences between
the (1 0 0) surface and the other orientations are getting smaller as
energy is increasing. In cumulative impact simulations, a similar trend
could be seen, as for the single impact simulations. At the low energies
the (1 0 0) surface shows the highest sputtering yield, except for the 20
eV case, where different potentials give different orders. However, that
sputtering yield at this energy is very small. At energies above the
lowest, the sputtering yield difference between different surface orien
tations are getting smaller and at 100 eV all surfaces show very similar
results.
Looking at the effect of surface orientation on the reflection yield, we
see that the (1 0 0) shows the same or higher than the other three at
higher energies. Only the dramatically shifted potentials to longer dis
tances show almost no effect of surface orientation. At low energies, the
DMOL shows a opposite trend, due to the increasing reflection yield with
energy at low energies. The deposited energy fraction is also dependent
on surface orientation, the (1 1 1) shows very similar results as the (1
0 0) surface. The (1 1 0) and (1 1 2) again show a lower deposited energy
fraction at lower energy, with a noticeable difference between poten
tials, and at higher energies more similar results except the dramatically
shifted ones to longer distances, which show a lower fraction deposited.
Looking at the results of the single and cumulative simulation setups,
we can observe several differences. At very low energies, we observe a
higher sputtering yield in the cumulative irradiation setup compared to
the single impact setup. This can be attributed to the surface modifica
tion that happens in the cumulative irradiation setup. However, at en
ergies of 40 eV and higher, the sputtering yields of the cumulative setup
is drastically lower for all but the (1 1 2) surface. Even though quali
tatively the single and cumulative impact simulations show the same
results, the quantitative results differ dramatically. This difference has
previously been addressed to surface modification probability [14].
As we observe crossovers for the sputtering yields of different surface
orientations, we can conclude that even though the difference in surface
energy and surface vacancy formation energy could predict the correct
order at a certain energy, they cannot be used to understand the sput
tering yield of different surface orientations.

– the higher the sputtering yield at high energies is
– the higher the reflection yield is
– the lower the deposited energy is
• A potential with an attractive part, even a quite small one, will
decrease the reflection yield, confirming the results of Ref. [10]
We can conclude that the short-range potential will affect the sputtering
yield, reflection yield and deposited energy at low energies (less than
100 eV). At energies above 100 eV, when the potentials are almost
identical to the universal ZBL potential, the sputtering yields are the
same, regardless of intermediate potential. However, both the deposited
energy and reflection yield are still affected by this part. The implication
of this is, that as long as the potential is similar to the universal ZBL
potential and the energies are above 100 eV, sputtering yield simulation
can be carried out with the well used ZBL potential, with the knowledge
that reflection yields might be incorrect.
Different surface orientations did result in distinct sputtering yields,
reflection yields, and deposited energy fractions. We also observed that
not only did the interatomic potential choice affect the absolute values,
it also affected the relative differences between surface orientations.
This shows the importance of choosing a well-motivated ion-matrix
potential in addition to the matrix interatomic potential. The cumulative
impact simulations showed a similar trend as the single impact, when
comparing different interatomic potentials. However, the exact sput
tering yields and the relative differences between different orientations
are greatly affected by the irradiation simulation setup used, which
again highlights the importance of cumulative irradiation to obtain the
full picture.
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5. Conclusions
In this article we have studied the effect of short- and intermediaterange potential on the sputtering events of different surfaces. The gen
eral effects of different types of short- and intermediate-range potentials
can be summarized as follows:

Appendix A. Supplementary data

• Most dramatic differences are seen at low energies, below 80 eV
• The more repulsive a potential at longer distance is,
– the lower the sputtering yield at low energies is

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the
online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.commatsci.2020.110134.
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